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once again to have vigorously pursued its mission by means of diverse

the 2018 calendar year. The weather once again
as usual the G.R.E.A.T.'s
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havoc with our schedule

made the most of it and created a workable plan

out of
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off to a bad start with the April trip being only from Loomis Rd. to

Vandercook Lake due to weather. Everyone arrived safe at Vandercook
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so we changed our

OUf May change found

us paddling on the River Raisin and June found us
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River. In July we went
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River and paddled from the Consumers band shell in downtown Jackson to R.A. Green

Park. In
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The GREAT Annual

of 2018 was also a

success. Tons of brave

came out to clean

the Grand River from Michigan Center downstream to the convergence of the

River with the

Grand River. GREAT used canoes from GREAT and the YMCA Camp Storer to allow us to have a lot of
canoes in the cleanup. Once again, the number

cleanup volunteers were about half JROTC cadets and

half civilians. Little Caesars of Jackson, Papa

Marino's Pizza,

Dawn Foods, and

Jackson Coney Island provided us with food to

all our volunteers. The

is that one year we will

not need to clean up the river, but if it needs
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people how not to be afraid if they fall out of their boat on the water.
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She
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kayaks to test and

The Jackson County Conservation District was

there to talk about invasive

and how to

the

of invasives from one body of water

to another. The U.s. Coast Guard Aux. was on hand to discuss safe boating

nnel 6 News

WLNS-TV covered the event, with a news report at 6 and 11.
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Commissioner
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